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1n -formation is a staple of modern society. The day-
.

. .

to.;-day functioning of neatly every human being4depend
\

in' large mestire upon acce4s to.and'use of information.

ithout.information an inlividualcannot make adequate

..decisiov :nor have access the resources Mlich are

neeessary for survival.

A contemporary paradox is that with this basic need..

for inforination We e in a time,of information abun-
.

dance. Yet there is mismatch between the inforMation
*

needed and that ,chic available. Therefore., it is

ent that information by itselfis insufficient.

Relevant information must:be made available at,the right

time, in an accessible.lodation and in the most aggro-

priate format. Consider this scenario:

Citizen George Abbott is a salesperson in a men's

clothing store. BUt.he is, also a pbart-time evening.

. stun dent in business administratTon at.the local commu-

nity college;.a husband of a wife' who .is pregnant; the
a

father of a 3=year old son; the son of an 'elderly father

who needs,Atobe placed in a home where constant care is

Ipi-avided;' and an apartment renter aspiring to homeowner

4 a

Ae

a
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-
`.kstatus ,now that the 'family is expanding. He ka dhurch

member, a 22221E, a Yankee fan and likes to ilay bridge.
.

And the descriptors go'on.: Cofigider the implic4tions

for information: /
a

As a salesperson he needs to know ab9ixt the coMpp-
. ,

sitio- pfnpw 'al.Nricswhich sells, the latest fashions

;for 114:1 and teChniques of determining "a person's likes
4

and_needs for.ulothilig. -As a student he needsinforma-7

..tion relating to a paper he is writing'for.qass and

'requirements for .entrance i.nto the state college *ere .

),.
he would like to earn a 13.-S. degree. As a husband of

4.-
.
a pregnant rife" he need* tol know how to' help her when

. .

Ithe.goes to the hospital and how to. assist with the baby

when hiS wife comes' home. He also needs to-know,about

hospital costs and how :much bis insurance. will cover

As'a father 'of a three year old he needs to kn9w what
t I

day care facilities are available neap his'Apartment and

thp nature of thee program. Cost will-also be a factor

"
A

in'making a deci0:01 as to whether d°i not to send .,hid

ion to the center. -As a son he -needs informatiOn on4
nursing homes; Medicare benefits and his father's-desire

for the best location4 As a potential homeowner, be needs

to know about the aVa4ability of.houiinq in his price

range, the availability of mortgage money and.the current
ags

rate of interest. The reputation of Achools in certain

'areas will atfect his decision as will the convenienae-

t
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shopping and public txansportat44.11, As a church.'..

,momber hcf wants to, know 'about the religidus education

program of his church; as a golfer he wants to know how .44

to improVe hi$:putting; asa,Yankee fan .he wants to know
i

today's scone' and the team's standing intheipague;*and-
.

a

a.kriale player.he,WantS.ty, learn some of the finer

points of the,gameto'iMprove-hts playing. ,And-ttie listf
:IFgOegion.

A - . .

When we consider the total spectrum of information is.
.

.

requirements which George Abbott possesses, we can see

that hey are f .different
. He has information

,needs for reqUirements) - that informati9n which is

Asolutely essentidl:Yor. survival 'and information wants

(or. desires) -that information which would be nice to
.shaye but is notkOsential.for humin tunctioning. Hp t

may have .a need for infonlation which, cannot even be
1.

expressed.

.41 Betiore we go flether, it would be helpful t9 defipe
146

information; to explorqA.he concept of information needs

and to discuss tae communication of information.

);!
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PART I CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
.

What is Information?
1.1

What i affirmation? It is that which reduceun-
.\ 1- v \

\certairity. It :..s.thit whichiasSi4s in decis41.onMakitIg.'
%. ,

7 :
\

\

It.may exist as in_
,

boas, computers, peop ep. fileA
.

,

an:d thousands aft other "sources. (TdSe sources 4 ve to.\
-14 considered simply a$ raw data, until they are u ed to

rlsolve unce.-tainties. What we often callA.nformat\i.on is\ .

/often\a random collection of data which does; not become'

information until 'it is used by someone to.achieve a
V

specific: purpose. In the broadest sense, every stimulus
.4

offers the Potential of providing infortaticip but 4 more.
4;7.

manageable way to look gtt information is' to consider it

as symbolic representations of.reality.(words - 'spoken

C
and written; graphics; pictures; numerals and combina-

tions of all of these). A basic test, howevdr, is its

capability to reduce uncertainty.

In the last three deZades several disciplines (parr v

ticularly -psychology, communicatio'i theory,, and informa

tion 'science) have Nrome increasingly concerndd with

the manner in-whiCh humadsgather, store,,an'd communicatf
.

.

infdrmation. In the past,fman survived by successfully
'

ti

;Applying his senses to collect, stare and mako ust. of

information about his environment. Now, however, a-
,

P /

t
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1

ttechnological environment contributes to mari,s ability
, .

to cope with the'mass.of information which surrounds him:
V

Certain disciplings, .each with its own, definition of
4

-inform4tiol, attempt to:solve'this problem by utilizing
#

teohnology to store, process and transfer vast amounts,

.,

of informatirdn'.

the information -,scientist hgs !lad great

.difficulty in,deining just wilt he meansiby "illformation".

In his study' at thirty-nine definitions of iritormatiola

science, Welisch (1972) found only eight .definitions of .

inf6rmation:

All the rest couched unashamedly in
circular' definitions, which would be
thrown out in an introductory course
on logic at the undergi.aduate level,
follbw.-Id the pattern 'information /

,science inveetiqates.informatibn' ./. .

ven the eight valiant definers of
nfcrmation". . .do .not . artiVe

.at an agreed-upon definition, nor do
their definitions have any common
.element

IV

. Another problem in defining,the term arises from its 6

usage ih both everyday language as well as in scientific

parlance. For the forier tHere haS been IitIle.attempt
1

at analysis. Information cgri\be. substantive. 'According.
f

,tADN1ebster's Dictionary informrtion may be news, data,
0

fact, intelligence, or knowledge. The public is riot

concerned. tht, fact, data and news are not rkecessarily

synonomous. .Al2 that matters is that "something" has

been acquired that one did not have before. Information'

4f

.#% ,
00"
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theotry_ tteats this something as that which, s the opposite
,

I.

.
of 'uncertaint

John J: Costello;, (1965, pc 62 ees data as

different from isnformation 'Data can b numericallir,

expresied,-that, is Auantified, quantifi, ble,,tabular or

)ablectve . Data is highlyrepetitive. of rmation is

not highly repetitive or/quantified o, quantifiable;, it is
«

characterized as narrative, subject ve, qualitative, tex-
/ i \

teal or descriDtive. pata_then, a e numbers or.unit facts
.

,

frequently repeated, whereas inf7kmatioq,is ideas."'

For,themoment, /we can suggest, likel'oyeklisc V1972),
/

i u
.,,'

that "any attempt at a scienyfrically sound'statement.on
1 -

/
,,, c:,. i

,the nature (definiti n) be bandoned or,. . . a11 those:

wh6 call themselves Iform tion scientists must necessarily

agree: on an opezati nal d finition of'informatior.." We,

therefore, reproposepropipse a def niti0 for operational purposes.

or a s'et,of.sYmbOis which has thernformation isria ty021

potential for. meaning.
1/

.

4

*that are Information Necds?
r.

*P

gWordS-and phrases ofterl interfeie with understanding,

Such is ,thep*case with. "infarmation need.s"v. This term has -

become an LTbrella tinder ..which a variety of interpretatiOns.

fa11. Because it. is a generic term, it often -hides more

than it reveals/: If information needs, be considered

a 'generic concept, then there are subsets which address
4/

A

$
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information demands (or requirementp) and Lnfozmation

wAnts (or dosircs). There are individualso can arti-
'

culate.domands And thpre are those wfio\haVg a detire for
0 11 4

a

informatibu;: arc not able o tpecify whaX At is that
` .!'..hey -"-fteed".. ForeXample,-opered-ty say that he

.

. .,

necds ..a ride iitolthe:office while another person with. the
.

".4
same ojectiveomay say that he needs:a car'. The first .

pers9n has stated a specific reqUireMent and the second
. r 14,,

has cxi3ressed. a desire for tr4nsportation. Ct.
.

ir
\ Lriitain-;197p) helps to chajthe semantic jungle.

:

Tile definition of rinfprmation demands is relatively
i

easy. It refers the demands, which-may be vocal or
. ;, o

written, and made to a library or to some other informa- .

tion s3tem. ,.TI-. df
,

4inition of ninfoFmation wants" is
t.more r wfieult. In fome cases wants will be synonymous

; c ..

%

O

.

,

. with demands. For example, a user may know' that informa-1
.

tion releliant to his work is available, 10 maks a

demand tb; an information source. At ttieother extwe
the individual who makes very few 'demands but has many

,

needs. This' person may have a felt but unexpressed nee.d,
1 -

(perhap6 beedase of inertia or because h9 does not have

1

sufficient specific details aboUtothe need to translate -

its into a dexand)..or he may haye an unfelt need (in which.

case he payn7t be aware of 'it until this i pointed out,

at which time he may readily \agree that he has a need).

One of the problems Of exploring this aspect of }user A

4

.
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inquiry is terminological: 111ere is n6'spitable word
4.

fott. "potential user" or "needer". 4*ker's and Paisley's

(1966) co1c1;usion regardihg problOts ofidentifying in-
, .

r ole,0M , r

foimatioil needs is useful: "ReWl needs may.go, unexpressed
...

. .

, 41

0 f

.-iff.users consider them_ be unrealistic (i.e.,not ca0a7
'

i .
t ..

bie.of4zeing.realized by existing syptems;)",

E.

. .

,Pnce the distinctions' between demands and wants 'is. , ,

olkaF and we narrow our-concerns\to those information

demands and,uianis.which can`be expressed, we can consider,.,, ,

.. .,

he contelqS in.which information need are,expressea. .

.

V

. .
Waylor(1968Y posits four points along the beei.00n-,

iillum: 1) an actual but unexpresed need (viscierai1:
;-

i

7

', ,2) ,a conscious description,of the need; 3) aformal..

statement of the need; and 4) a compromised'nea..
14 ,

Taylor's'analyis of the' question- negotiation dialogue

between an Inquirer and ap information kmoker: is bolsteed
.s ,

,by Rees' S1963) ftii.ntificatjon" of problems 'which must be .
a

..
6 ' N.resolved in.patisfying information needs.t_. While Taylor

. ,

focu sses onthe individual involved, Re0s emphasizes the
,

, interface betWeen thesitser and. the library. ;=-Both.dis-0 ,

0,
r 3k

0

cussions help to reveal the proce of information seekina.b

. .

Ol

46"

V

for the purpose of satisfying needs.

One basic assumption behind.the discussions 'of

"Y- formation needS Ts that people do need information.
0

1;ehnevajsa (4266) begins.at this-point and fUrttier states

'that "The question is no. whether 'men need information,

1.

I.
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a

for they do. Rether, the,isstie. is whether the' informa-

.

a

tion avail_able to them it; of the right nd and quantity,

of acceptable accuracy, and of 'appropriate timeliness."

The concern for'quilityis just. beginning to be raised

in thd lterature.) This concern seems to be,central,to

-future considerations of.in'forma ion needs.
Q .

Tn spite of thp difficulty 4.nhekent in definition,

the search for answers continues Establithed systems
I

are aware of the need to int oduFe change or loge their

'credibility in the community. T ee same systems ktiow

that effective change 'must reswcind to needs.: -Within= the

-past few rears ;tiblic libraries, partiCularly. in-the
7

c

inner cities, hav ben increas'ngly concerned with the
e,

1E'

declining use' of their institut ons . Charles. Bourne

(1973) has found that at least

population in the United States

and th4t stal;tling 9l percent

0 percent of Itlie
.

-never uses #,;',Iribrary

of persons ov?r age

sixty do ri§t use this fr4e ptibl ic-tervice. Eighty -five

ercent of retired persons do otuile-the library
.

stem. :As a result, library 1 udgets are declining'
P

becauie Society does not feel t thel,ibrary is meet-,. ,

-ing the needs 'ofd the public.- In response to information

e'Qneeds, pUblip libraries are, beginning to create programs-
?

'wtich will extend services to those sub-groups of the
.

community 'Which hgve.not been adequately served.,

f

`5 t

""

; 14.
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Unfortunately, .in the past, many ,systems' -.c

ished wheh there was no felt need. Sever,0 excellent''
,

. - . .
.

.

. ./compute information retrieval services were estab-
lished.

r----
.

10

.

enamplp,Syracuse University's t,,sychological
I

"Abstracts Retrieval Service went unused because it did

not respond'to any felt need on the part of the recipients.
6 t

664

In spite of some failures, systems, o satisfy per--

oeived information needs, not necessariy.sUpported.by /
I /

empirical:- evidence, are still being created. In 1970,

the Ofiice of ;:he ,Mayor of the City of New York perceived

a/need for "a system to provide t e people of the City of
./

ew York with access to acc rate d up-todate informa=

tionon the seriices and facili ies offered by citY,
.

state. and federal agencies' and private non-profit organi-
,

, ..

.
.

.

za'tions" 4114 accui4ulated 10,000 items of information

regarding such servces and facilities. The city has
.

prpmulgated informwtion on such matters as housing.,-

employment, health..services, recreation, civil rights.

.Utilizingthe public library, at the cKannel for dissemi-

nation of 4nformation, the data bank of the Citizen

Information Resource System will be made available and

its.effectiveness in meeting information needs monitored.

; One of the most successful efforts in meeting the

information needs o the general,public was 'initiated by

the Scenic City anfl Owen Sound Kiwanis Clubs of Owen

Sound, Ontario,,10ich launched a contact center to "put

tz

-.7.:-...% 4..;

t
.._

et Ai



people in touch `with the agencies or .organizations best'
-

.

\

.
.

..equipped to handle their questions" Expanded quickly
t

through suppO(t from Canada 's Manpower and immigration
..

Local' Initiazives Program, the Cohtact Center has grown,
f " .

. , .

,flourisied,and now provides a model that other cities
.

1

in North, America may want to copy. ,.

,

It, is clear that the continued study of information

needs is vital and that information agencies must-become-

aware of the general patteirns of information need6 that

have already beeR formalized. From the generalizations

which can be determined from many studies of information

.7

.

-

eeds, come the guidelines for planning infbrmation ser-,

vi es. Information agencies can serve both information/

dema ds and. information wants. ,

,

The Commu icatiOn of Information

InfOrmation is a symbol or a set of Rimtpl which

r

has the potential 'for meaning. With all of, the risk

and hazards present in, that definition* and' Iiith some

knowledge of the limitations ihvolVed, we turn ..o the

p

relationship between information and communication,.,

Communication may be operationally defined at the trans-

fez of meaning.
.

1n-this section we want to give attention to the

communication of information, and focus specifically on

.
- several contexts:and professions (librarians.scientists.,

/4
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educators). Both communication and,information take on

dyna ic characteristics of proces, and the communication-
f

info atioh interface is estakiblid..

ut- what go'es,into this interface? How is it/corn-

sed 'a d what can it do for us? These are not'simple

uestion and the temptation is to seek any easy sot-
.

Bu the ,answers provided by such a quest have

failed to tke into account the amorphous qualities

°

is used daily- in a variety, of contexts, and, as we

lending character and brilliance to the many-ficeted gem

which we know simply as information. In short, informa-

use 4t, we--oarselves are shaped by...44.
e go.

. ,

The concerr.. for communication of j.nformation.is set

in context by Meltzer (1971)3: I

Merely spreading data around in
various formats through a multipli-
city of media does not guarantee the
recep4on and comprehenSion of infor-
mation itself. For, ommunication,
an exchange,of meani g must occur -
there must be an unde standing of
the data..

The communication of inforMation often seems to

require the use of intermediaries in information systems.
A *

RI the case of the library, for instance, the user

(librarian) and the consumer'(cgstomer) are no* neces-

sarily the Same person.- The librarian 6ecoMe an inter-

mediary in the process of 4formation-retrieN?:al. Crum

(1969) analytes the ensuinglibrarian-customi,r relation-

ship. He'examines the majorl barriers (phys cal, psycho- .

I 1514\
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logical., linguistip, and contextual in this inteActive'.

relationship.

The communication of information occurs also in

relationships Wnich are not directly personal. 'Thes(i!

relationships (e.g., between a receiver and the'informa-
.

tion itself) .present problems often .resulting in parti=

cular information needs. '1,r1 (1972) focuses on the

differences between scientific communication and mass* ,

1 IP

communication, and lists six specific suggestions to

bridge the commtAnication,gap.between science, technology

and public. He recommendi:

1) tha. scientists be empathic in their com-.
munication with the public

2) that an 'interpretation system be developed
to "simplify" scientific information, and
that the'mass media 5e empoyed tp:dissemi-

te this simplified or interpreted scien=7,
of is information to the public

3) that feedback be estaiplished from the ..public
to the `scientists

4) that the tentative nature of scientific
findings be emphasized in scientific
communications

'5) that scientific data be made available in
aggregate farm to the concerned public

6) that scientists refrain from seeking materi-
al gains or political authority

Another area reflecting particular-consumer.informa-

tion needs is the field of education. Heilprin and

Goodman (1965) see an analogy between information retrie-

.9 9

val and education bated on the limited rates of information

...*

_
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flow into human sense c an IhisAproblem has been

tackled- both in libraries = nd in schools by using
v

reduc*-ionist methods st h as abstracting andl.iterature

reviews: The authors suggest' several applications of
S A

iftformation storage/retrieval to.education in general.

-The logical next step is the article by Pa. slerand

Paper, (1965, p. 30 in which a- case ismade for, "infor-
0

, . ,,,

mation retrieval as a receiver-controlled communication

system."-

We consider the analogy between infor-
imation retrieval and education to be'
strongest at the 'end ofoOe educational'
continuum at which the largest measure
of receiver control is exercised
the uppeend. It is gait of our edu-

.-catIulial tradition to wean a child from
depbndence'ort source-controlled, commu-
nication and tO expect of tiim ever
greater -self-reiponsibility in his

-. choice communication sources, form,
and methods'.

Technological advandes make possible a multitude of

inputs'directly..into,the home as a local information
.

I v

center, but such advances also tend to isolate apd.fur-
I ,

ther_fragment an already bifurcated sOciety: Goldmark
4

(1972) correctly reports that "dill many respects the

things that (are) done by communications,today'represent

° only a fraction of what could be done tp improve the

quality of life for everyone if communication systeMs

were more carefully planned and if the full potential of

-certain technologies were exploited." . (.

As a step in the direction of exploiting the full

.

6

R.

0
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, . .

potential of certain technologies, and using the state
g , ,,

,

of Michigan asc..n example, Chapin (1971) proposes a
--

p1.4olic.infrmation corporation thaf would be responsible
\

0,

for the storage,\retrieval, and digsemination of public
iiformqtion throughout the state. This, corporation would

Mke.useofxtbe usual library services but would also

utilizoCompt:ters, public broadCasting, cable systems;

and othor\of the newer information packages. 'But, as

Chapin notes, "w will be able to utilize this resource

only as we are able to recognize thht4trinforTatAon

"demare...needs of the citizens a than oufvtradi-

tional views as librarians, as broadcasters;-as edu atorg,

and as -entrepreneurs.i!and

Thete information needs of citizens must ta.e.priority-

:,,,over the design and implementation of elaborate, highly.
,

sophisticated: information 'delivery systemsr:created to'

exploit technology. Modern telecommunication systeml

certainly may extend the, use of urban communication' but.,

unless these systeMs explicitly serve to fulfill the .

..

actual information needs of people, such technological

tinkerings ,will not do r.uch to, improve the quality of

urban life.

Theoretically, the prima y,purpose.of information

systems is to meet varlcus information needs. BUt many.

Systems (e.g. , telecommunication, computer) seem to have

lacked utility from the beginning because they ignored

.

r

.
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bsic'informatir.n. need in .thp iritere"st of rnanipul.ating.4

'the:overabundant data alr dy at hand, as, though the

whole .problem were a puzzle ibh merely required the
. t \ ,

rearrangement of,a zetof ,piegeS\
..

.

The communication of information 'is ..at once simple .

,

And complex - simple in the gense that it isreducibie

to Specific, definable, quantitative elements with allow

for the breakdown of communication at any point in the

process; complex in the sense that these elements must

be taken together and stt;c4ied in avaeiety of forms and .

-contexts precisely-because communication is a process.

ar

t
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PART 1:i STUDIES p_F_. INkitRMA TEX NEEDS'

t ...

The Nature of Intormation Needs Studies
-, '.

There app. -gars to be a constant struggle to keep

abreast of studies of informatiop use. Syptheses of

studies appear with some.regurarity, each:covering a

givenperiod of time and generally referring to previous .

syntheses. Most of these tend to be descriptive' rather

than critical.

Berelson 0.949), Menzel (1960), Davis and Bailey

^(1964), Paisley '(3.96), Wo9d'(1971), Pates (1971) and

Zweizig (1973) surveyed the 4terature on informatidn
9.

use ..studies in England and the U. S. SinCe its initial,

publicatiOn in 1)67 the Annual Review -of Information

Science and Technology (ARIST) has included a chapter

reviewing summarizing and criticizing studies on "Infor-

mation Needs and Uses." Each orthese reviews reflects

the orientation of the compiler. While the chapters in

ARIST are more ::elective and emphasize the information-

,see.king,behavior of scientists and technologists, other..

studies, have seen done primarily by librarians to deter-

mine who uses the library and why. These consider the

use of.catalogs, reference services, circulation and

facilities. Another cluster of studies relates to the
e.

-.extent to which ,information s rvices satisfy ,specific

-requirements.

C

;..

3
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Marcia Bates (1171). evaluates 181 user studies. Her
#.

bibliography is divided into two parts: the library` and

the library,user, and the inforniation-gathering be ior.

of scientists and the general public. She examines he

rationale of user studies, and recommends several helpful

articles on.researchmethodology. Bates-provides some

critical commentary beyOnd that which normally appears

in an annotated bibliography.

Carter et-'al. (1967) examines the adequacy of 58'

selected stud.Les Pertaining.primarily to the scientific

and technical. community. They identify behavioral pat-

terns that have significance for the development Of

-,future infotmation systems, such as:

1) ,P,tinclyle of keast'offort
2)- Rdsistance to change
3) Pxeference for oral communication

Carterodeduces that Systems should be easy to use, that

change shduld be evolutionary, not revolutionary, and

that these systems should facilitate the dissemination

of scientific and technical information through oral

'communication.

Some Prdbedurez for Determining Information Needs

t How can we determine the information needs of an

individual if indeed they can be. expressed? There appears

to he a series of protocols, each of which yields state-
.

mnp.ts of need closer to the,"truth" as one moves from .

1:$
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relatively rsonal approaches to more personal probing:

1. Aandom interview

Selected'sample interview (moil)

3 Selected sample interview

4, Selected sample interview

5. Diary

6. Obtiervation

7. Parlicipatione

8- Therapy.

As, past studies of user information needs .are reviewed, C

:almost every re......earcher has:used the questionnaire and

a

(telephonF).

(face-to.-fac)

interview techniques of survey research. 1,inqe these

approa.ches depend upon a subject's rfIcall, of past behavior,

the validity of this approach is oTten questioned qn the

gronds that a person's recall of past behavior, ii fre-
t

guently inaccurate.
ay.

A few studies have followed a type of time and motion

study reWing each subject to keep a diary and recording

his information-seeking activities for some specified

. period of time. Case studies are sometimes' used.,
.

There are unobtrusive wal7t. to gather user needs data,

some of which verge on the unethical, e.g., monitoring

telephone calls to information sources or counting books ,

checked out of libraries. In these cases, needs are

deterrined inferentially.

A study by Paisley and Mick (1972) -attempted to

a

a
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develop --simple and inexpensive methods for collecting

longitudinal data on educator's information needs.

Paisley and Mick followdd the principle of multiple

operationalism. .Multiple operationalism holds .that

each :methodology used has a unique set of errdr factors

including tet bigs, sampling bias and response prib-

lem§;in questionnaire and interview formats. The argu-

Ivent for multiple operationalism is that 'several' data

gathering methods can be used in a convergent validation

frameworkthat reflects which method best expresses the

consensus of all.

e

PAisley and Mick used:

1. A quetionnaire survey in 13 states using-
local distribution of the instrument§ and
god& sampj.1n4 procedures;

..zfs

.s.
A- follow -up of educators who wrote Educa=-
tional Resources Information Center. (ERIC).;
clearinghouses;

A survey of educational information
specialists;

4. An analysis of queries received by an
INWATS "hotline" (an "800" number); and

5.. A content analysis of themes in the educa-
tional periodic 1 literature.

,
.

The information needs of various types of educators
i

/ I)
.

,

were determined by the multiple probedures, but were pro-

bgbly colored by salient needs at the time of response,

the' limitations of choice On .the questionna4re, and per-

ceiyed access to information which would fulfill the, need.

There are no uniformly acceptable procedurs for
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determining "4...n.ZorMatton needs. 'The National CommisSion

on Libraries-and Information Sc4ence confirms the. many.

h.reviews of research ink t is area. Their current brochure

says that "The information needs of users arq not well 2
*

understood. 'They must be defined and measured before

detailed,planning-can be 'completed . . . A preliminary '.

study orthese,needs-.. dontludes that, the literature .

on this subject does riot adequately specify objectives
%

'for the desi9n of future information-supplying systems."

The methodplogy usedeto determine information 'needs'

is the same as that used in social science research.

Such tools'and techriiques as questionnaires, interviews',
. , ,

.

diaries, 'observation, arid analysis of 'existing data, and
,. ,...

experiments have the same limitations in user sttidies as

they, have in social science research, mainly,,, that one

can Manly. infer from the uer's behavior, or words what is

gOing on inside his head.

Wood (1971) considers the stre4ths and limitations

ofteachimethod,used to study information needs., and sug-

gests ways to improve\these methods. Although question:
a%

naires and structured,interviews'are the most useful
.

methods for producing quantifiable data, the standardized

form of a. questionnaire cannot always. reveal a user's A

unique experience. The questiorinaire.leaves no way to .

determine the responderit's mood at the time or to clarify

ambiguous questions qr, answers. The interview, though

Q.
4
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more expensive and time consuming, can do these things.
c .

Asmajor weakness of.quOstionnaitand int:04-viows li; that
, .

. .4 w' IC .. a
: they cannot c011ect actual, data LI boh:viol .1:; it happ011!..

. A . .

,.to overcome this,problem, Carter et. al. (1967) recommend,
.

4, . ,
.

a,structured interview in which'thOcuser.is asked to:
..,

. . . ....../

concentrate only on-a specified ti
i

period or,projdct.
.

-.i ,,

Wae rulting data they reflects th ,LkSEWS active
. .

behavior rather than hisopinion.,
queptionnaires a d intery ews offr quanti-

.

liable data that can lot compared over\,severai i341.latforfs.
t

and,situatipns,:they are not :true measures of,.behavio2c-:
. 4 ,\

Diaries' and observation may provide more accqate lnaices

f of behavior, though their result4 Often are difficult tso
...

quantify. While- the diary method ,should revOal detual

behavior, users often refuie to interrupt their wdric,t04.
.4.7f

e

record their.actioni.
4 s

..
.0. ,

\

.

OW Through .observation the researcher can record .the )-
,. , L.,

. Ie
,

subject's behavior without disturbance.. ,Although this
..,.

Method, is better for determining Information-gathefing 0

. ,

habits, very irttle information about the subject's
M .. S o

. needs can beNigleaped eiy observation.

Some user studies rely on already elpip.:t.ing data,

such _as recorded reference questionb, to.determine user

needs. These studies obYiously .are limited, 'because' \.

only that type of riformati requested. by

a fcrr6W1 system, which comprisps.less than 5 'percent, of

all information sought. .m

t

.1

O

*
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A major,7iroble in the past has been improper or.
41$

L
.

.

. careless .useJof xesear techhiquos. ,Mareresearchers
. . . .

in'the field if user neeci,ar unacquainted with _research
:, .0..

science. :consequently the

,

TS

' 'methods f the field socj.a

.
..

,

''" results. of- such studies axe ques onable.
.

Many such._,
ir ..

. .
,-- ...

0 .

,

studies .concentrate on. one system to suCh,an extent that

C

their, results, though. valid for 'that syts dm, should not
* T

. be applied gen0r411y. .
.

.. ,

. The bulkof studies purporting to examine informa:-
...

..t.,_
.s

tign needs 'have ine.fact..evaluated the e.ffectivess .of

* 7---..- ,,
information 4elivAry'systems (libraries). Studies of

......-

., . ,
* Ns....._'heeds should-concentr4te on needs rather than 'on 'the4

u i
.

system supplying the,ngedsi- This is not to suggest that

a.

- studies of systems' effectiveness shouJd.be discontinped"
.

N}
.84

It

in favor of ,information need studiesv both kinds of
A,

., P,studies are important but should be properly labe-ed.'444

. ,:N1 The word "infcTmatton m- n one fact ort .whole

5

collection of dncuments. As Aiscussed
/

Part I, the

terms "informatioa'..w5as,'7 "informationnceds;" "-infor-

_illation dpTan)ds," and "information Yequirerents"hre often
or Ninter changed 6i4ting studies.vnerally haveisimilar

, ,

daXects.,-DeSpite.the.itiieasing sophistic:-_tion and num-, .. .. S
. (4... :/

.,s, 4 ° V °
V

# .A: ber of uSer-stugies, "the need -of pad'tiSer is still-n6t
1 .

we enough -known to permip one to.coMpietely:formulate - ,-

(- .

.... ,

a design for an inform4tioh system which will ierye him."
.;.

,

1

(Carter, 1967)

-14
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A Summary of the Studies
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Science. Most scidntkfic information is highly

specialized and is recorded in a language that only a,1

few highly trained people cah understand. Although

everyone uses some scientific informaiion/ only'funda-
r
mental and applied researchdrt generate new information

.
A,by experiment, while relying'heavily'on existing data

4
to produce new material. 'Since the body of scientific

o
knowlad'e isTlormo4s, the.probability of the sential

bit ;of infoimation,getting.to the appropriate researcher

". is low without the help of afwell-desigTd system.
$ 0

Scientific.zreaearchers:were:the first'groftto feel the

effects of the information axplobion and to demand better

reErlleval systems. For this reason, user studies have

conc9ptratedon researchers more than on any other group -.

...
Bernal (1960) identifies seven categories of users

of*cientific,information: 1) flindamental scientific

researchers; 2) applied scientific researchers and devel-

opers (agricultural, erigineering andnadical); te-mh-
\
`41ologists (agricultural and mldical practitioners/ archi-.

.
.

9 teats, encjibeeTs); 4) teachert, ttudenti, report writers.;
. 4

5) scientific afid technical journalists; 6) the interested

public; 7) hiStoriahs of science.' A person belongs to

one',or more of, the 'categories according to his use'o
4.

,

scIvientific information. f.
4

. jlhe:scicntAst's need for information is obvious. but
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11140.

the kind of information needed seems t\o vary with every

scientist'and every research project. Fdr-ing,t-anc the

projects of fundamental.scientific Fesearchers are d011y
er.

subject-oriented, covering several*subiect areas. TI\e

fundamental researcher seeks information within a specific.t

-
'klbjeOt area; applied reserchers must gather information

.
,

.

from several areas in =der to, solve the problem.,.

' .A few studies have ti,ied to determine the subject
i

areas wherein most information needs fall., but the results

are applicable unly to the population studied, and are,
4

not genera& enough to construct an overview og what.sub- I

ject areas cause the most problems for information seekers.

The studies have shown, however, that each res4rcher.has

the givatest problem getting information in 'subjects out-

'."'side of his own discipline. Since he is not acqu4inted

with the information sources in other subjects, he depends

. On formal systems tó- satisfy his -information ,need.

Some studies havefiNitided the total,amount of infor-.

matien into two categories -- technical And non-technical.

The Department of Defense (DOD) Study .0,965) on 'the

information needs of re-sear,che4 and developers deter-
.

mined that 75 percatit of all information sought was

technical in nature. There are three/types of technical

information: data, theories, and,procedural information.

In the DOD study,. data accounted for., 41 percent of the

total inforMation used Hanson's survey qf user studies
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A (1964) determined. that 2 percent of 'rie demand is for
\

data. Both surveys agree hat s to 33 percent of th

demand is .for proceduial information theories represent

e.

only, 8 pecent of the total.

Each of the' three types of technical information

has a unique mode,of transmission. Data is the most
.

'easily transferred form of inic..-mation but it.must be

current,-complete and 'accurate. Procedures a4 tech-

niques are communicated best,through live demonstration;

theories thrdugh original papers or informal.coMmunica

tion (tha.main piroblem being dissemination).
.

.

In order.to dreate effective information systems,

1
a numbpr Of studies indicate, that he following needs \\

must be met:

1. The need for more prompt dissemination of

information. ',Several user studies haye determined that

the greatest information problem today is the time'lag-
I' . /

, %between the production
.

and dissemination of informatiori.
. 4

2. The need for quality tiltering of informhtion.

-All information should be saSeped for accuracy, rele-.

vancy, and quality before it enters an information

system. This woulc lessen the effects of the informatiOn

explosion., * a

3.- The need for the right amount -of information'

8 at the right time.

4. The need fot receiving information i the

I,
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desired, form, usually oral or written;

standable language-.

and in under-

The need, for active,sselective switching,of

draSormatir. The ideal would be to rec eive- the -right

information without haviing to a for

6. Theneed to browse. Perusal of peripheral

documents allows scientists' to fulfill, through seren-

4ipity, needi that they have not. ye.e formulated.

7. The need to get.information easily'and inex-

pensively.
.

8. The need for awareiqess of .current literature

'and the need,to know of'work in progress.

9. The-need to know about and how to use avail-

able information systems.
A

10. The nee51 for syntheses of the.literaturef

state-of -the -art reviews,' and introductory surveys of
ar

subjects.

11. The need to expedite interpersonal communi-
c

cation. If informal.cbmmunication is" considered akind

of information system, many of its characteristics are

included in the'above list. As a part of this system,

each scientist reads documents, stored bits relevant to

.himself and otherd,44 disseminates, these relevant

bits rather.than -transferring the whole document. He

also translates theinfotmatidn into terms that his

s&olle.4gues understand. tHe saves information and Wee-
.4, .

I.

",:l< ,

E

,)

_
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tivel.y disperses it to those :he knowt want it. (Tr-

published and unpublishable information is also trans-

mitted through interpersonal communication (Menzel, 1968)-

ond scientist said that "he had never found that anyone

0failed to get the information he Wanted, providedhe

knew the right person to ask!" The infofmalQcotmunication

system-is donvenient and easy to use. However, it is

-only as reliable as the people involved. It is pot sys-

tmatic, cannot possibly be complete in itself, and`must

be combined with -formal systems.

12. The need for a knowledgeable person to guide
a

the scientist toinformation in fields ,outside of his own

field of- study Scientists have expressed the need for

dialogue, which helpsthe scientist toupersonally

plain, clarify,_and modify his requrements." Only a

person .more knowledgeable than .the inquirer 'cariehelp

clarify the question. Since. many of the,inquirer's

demanls for inform: anon are.in.a field different from

his qwn evpeciall impoptant fOr the intermediary

to have special4ed knowledge.

Although che abaRye requirements are not easily met,

they are guidelines for ttke development of informatiOn
's

systems for scientists.

.,Social Sci.Ince. When it became obvibus that the

inforMation need4' ckf scientists and teeb had to
./

be dealt with -- for the satisfaction of tfisir needs was

31
N
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of utmost importance to-society -- librarians, iriforma

tion scientists, analysts attacked the problem., with vigbr.

By 1969 almost 1,000 studies had been undertaken 'to deter-
.

mine scientists'-behavior in gathering information, on

the flow of information, 'on the clasiificatiOn of infor-

maiion, on their need for .factographic,and documentary

information, and on the exchange,pf information. The

fact. that these ;investigations had to deal with Physical,:

_natural and applied scientists was no deterrant to the

investigators. It Seemed that scientists worked alike

and in,,a predictable fashion. What one learned about

one group of scientists might lbe transferred to another.

Ih addition, scientists,were.extremp y.outspoken about

the need forstudies and batisfaction of these needs.

The,social-scientists, on the other -hand, present

an.entirely..different picture. They had not co 4

librarians with .their needs in the same wayas had

physical .scieiltists, Line" (l?69) noted-the overwhelming

number of 'studies of scientists'. information needs as

contrasted with the tew studies of socialsciehtists'

needi. In his bibliOgraphy,Line listed twenty.stAdies

by the American Psychological Association (1963), Appel

and Gurr's (1964). study of the bibliographic needs,of
t

social and behavioral scientists, and Louis Utterschaut's

work. In 965 Paisley studied the flow of bphavioral.

science information. He concluded,that there was no
.

301
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literature to re.riew and then attempted to extrapolate

some' needs from the findings of user studies in the

physical sciences: He stated'that,,Me shall infer that

' information flows to and from the behavioral scientists .

r . -,

in much the same y thatNi,t'flows to and from the phy-

sical scientists.." `dew studies are included in the
r

Annual Review of latC)rmation Science and Technology.,,U7
%

4

In the firstwolume, Mehzel (1966) mentions the American'.

Psychological Association studies but then, continues

with the natural sciences. In 1969 Allen includes ten

reviews in the social sciences and-in 1971 Nan Lin re-

U'

views a few more. The,most'intensive study is the work-
. , ),

4 of J.14ichael Brittain f107()) Information and Its Users..
.

.

,-.
.

Chapter IIINthis book:is one of the most inclusive

J.4

studies of the neds of theLsocial scientists. Britt .in

discusses empiripal atudies.of "usqr'information needs
.

and requirements . . ilome detail, and brings together

certain theoretical writings that have a !raring on nature,

,organization and use of-social science information."

'significantly, he states:7User studies like their

counterparts in the sciences, have been carried out in:

the absence of conceptUal,frameworks although Kochen (1969)

maintains that a new discipline is in the mak.).ng and that-

usqr studies will form aspart cif this discipline; so it

is possible that the state of this thcoret.ical poverty

will not/continue." (p. 34)

-
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Maurice Line,, assisted by Bri tain, can be considered

the forerunner in studying the needs of .social scientists.

In 1967., Line.organized aistudy using a methodology dif

ferent from that used to determine the needs of the

physical scientists.. Line found that social: scientists

were extremely print-oriented, preferred English language

materials, wantedvstatistical, methodological and con-
,

ceptual information rather than his.torical and descrip-
,

tive, and preferred to perform their own literatip

searches., The questionnaire also indicated that needs

varied among social science practitioners. For instance,

teachers and social workers differed in tfieir awareness

of an information problem and in their admission of a

need to be filled. "Social workers had . a sort of

information conscience; teachers, on the other hand, where,

they were mat plain apathetic; showed some suspicion, even

hostility tpward educational research; the saw the need

tq,keep up with the subjects they :taught, not With educa-

tional theory, research and practice."

In the nineteenth century, the political science

6--e. emphasis in methodology was primarily on theory, philo-

sophy and description, presuming a need for books,

periodicals 'and essay-type literature. The twentieth

century researcher in ,the political science field 'requires

a different type of infoftaation --.factu statistical,

and numerical. This situation creates t d for 0.

4
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social data banks. Changeq in research.4method6logy have 4

also taken place in anthropology.

Robinson- (1970) and Low& 19:72) represent approaches

to information needs inferred by studying the nature of

social science research; Political scientists, for

instance, need -information to cape with the impact which

the information technology is having on the citizen,. his

participation indecision- making, his social movements,..

and his personal

The , increased numbers of information-gathering
a

agencies serving the executive branch.of 'government is

one of the reaens attributed to c4nge 'from congres-

sional dominance to executive leadership. With additional
A

information, the executive hag advocated its-point Of

view in the news and editorial media, and with party'

organizations in the states. Congress and-the Executive

have switched traditional X.O'-ise about iniiating-legis-
r

lation due.to the fact that the Executive has been
a

identifying problems, thereby dominating ,Congiess' agenda:

Jandalt1968) identified a number of 'studies which,

have indicated that the information problem is the major

factor in the decline of modern legislatures. He cites

thdtGriffith, Woll,.Keefe and Ogul report which identifies

Congress' deferment totfie Executive for answers and

recommendations.- "Regardless of hqw much Cong e s has

attempted to inform itself . its store of information

3r
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and its access to necessary knowledge-are rarely if ever

as developed as that of the executive authority."

In 1963 DartmouthsPublid.Affairs.Center took a
-

-ANVadaM sample of eighty representatives.. Each respondent** .

was askedito miname any probleOs which 'prevented him from

carrying out the role he would like:.to play in:ttie House

and all,:problems which he saw as preventing the Hou'se

from operating as he thought it should." The greatest

problem, the respondents suggested, was "complexity of .

decision-making lack of informations" (Janda, p. 311)'

We turn to studies of needs in other discipline in

the social sciences.. We have observed that few studies

have been undertaken in economics, anthropology and

sociology. Far more attention has been given to infoi-

mation needs in 'the field of political science, applied

economics, business and industry, psychology and education.
-;-

The field of anihrdpo/gy..is-so interdisciplinary in

nature that .some of the needs of the anthropologists can

be assumed from the studiesdone in the natural sciences.

Amsden (fi§8) studied the need for a new type of,gate-
i

keeper as we,11 as information exchange. She Pmphasizes
0

the anthropologists' need for pqrson-to-person contact.

Obviously, a considerable amount .of study is still

needed in the social sciences. A workablq methodology '

is needed:to study the needs of social scientists which

differs from that used to study information needs in
4
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other fields. .Brittain (1970) points put that the pat-
.

tern of future information needs studies should be

tempered by factors internal to the social sciences;

. general Attitudes to the organization and support 'Of

research; and technicataspects Of.infOrmation transfer

including mechanization. (p. 156),

The ProfesEions. The literature regarding informs-,

tion needs 6f educators, clergymen, lawyers, doctori,

.social workers and other professionals is scanty. There

have been studies on each of.these Populations as well

as on businessmen, publishers and clinical psychologists.
,

1

Unfortunately, the st dies are too limited in number and

scope to draWinferenCes regaiding.the information needs
, ,

of profespionals in general or even about specific pro-

fesdions It is -temptation to infer information needs

of professionals from those of the basic disciplines in

which they were prepared') e.g.; a doctor's information

needs might be qlosely related to those' of a scientist

and a social worker's information needs might be like

those of the social scientist: This should not.be done.

The information needs determined for scientists and.
r

social Acientipts are more for the academic and research-
,

oriented individuals and not for the applied workers.

Oneexception is'engineering.

The scientists' main goal seems to be to generate

and publish new informatiOn, while the engineer's goal

37
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is to develop and improve a product! of process. Publi-
Pm

cation` is a secondary concern for the engineer; instead,
3

new information may be kept in-house or it may he paten-
*

ted andsold. Unfortunately, much information of value

to other engineers never appears,in the professional

literature, and when it does it may bi in' such special-

lzed language that they cannot understand it.' The

engineer often wants' information that exists in another

organization's docum'enia, but is unpublished andi.s not

distributed by the other organization. Sdientific_

literature is generally of little use to the. engineer

sipce natural scientists write primarily, for other
\

scientists.' Thiscientific and. pechnologic'al research \ ,

4.
.

.
4,

fronts a nre'cocerned about different subjects; very few .

common- interest exist between.'"the two (Marquis and-Allen,

1966).
0 p 0

Most engineers work in mission - oriented government
at

or private industry. For reasons of ,secu,ri.ty..or profit,

communication between theSe organizations is limited.

Communicati10113setween organizations also made diffi-

cult by the communication systemepeculiar to each

company. Few invisible colleges exist in engineering as

they do in science'. Internal reports and co-workers in

the engineer's own organization are his most available

sources of knowledge.

Just as1there are differences in needs between
P

38'
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\* engineers and scientists, there is considerable variation
.

.4

4
` *a .aP

inp needs among most engineqrs.' Needs vary accordina'to
,

occupation and -specialty. Rosenblooni and Wolek ', 01970)

4assed.engiheers by their occurTatIondl, spOcialtx 4.41d

then\Wentified sources that Bach specialty lies to find
\

inform tion. Engineers rely more on Informaelon sources
'

1

0

wilin t eir corPorations thaido scientists. i4search'

engineers who generaLly deVelop products which 'ate cop--;
t

tributions to the broad technological community. depend
.

.

4

,on outside sources for information. Engineers-in devel-
..

opment, design, testing and analysis, whose work is of

interest, mainly to their own company and,not-tC1 the
fidld as a whole, rely more on inner organizatioital

'TA

sources for information.

Gerstberger and Allen (1968) surveyed ,research_ and

development engineersto determine what-criXeraia ey use

to select information sources. Four- ciiteria were
\*

Ptudied: 1) accessibility, 2) ease o use, 3) the

quality of information, and 4) the familiarity with the;
\ .

source. They found that accessibility oas the priripry,

reason for 'using a source.

In.previous units; we have noted !ha, 1,;-,.9ple are
r N

oftelyunaward Of tilt information they Tceekuntil after,

.they receive it. "Engineers are nc vcception:.to fhig

rule. In Rosenbloom's and Wolek's both engineers

.11

it
, .

,

and scientists reported that they wr-,7, ---warq. Qf nec,ding
.

. 4.10 .

.1

II

.
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,

ones-slictbiof the' it they received, 'ILvntir after
-t

the6receii;ed it. Rosnblopm and olek: (1970)econclude:
,Av i4

3

"It;is clear that information transfer is not just a

. [ '1
problem bf information retrieval. Ina the' transfer of :.

- r ,
(

,

'technical information in indu4trial laPpratoribs,
. . A,

*information looking for the man seems'to be nearly As
1.0 .

V .,
* " '4 frequent an occurrence as the,.man.seeking information."

. . (p. 19) .

The- engineer's main' information problemg'can best

be solved by: 1) facilitating information flow between
r r .

organizations; 2) making the channels likely to yie1

highest`" quality inforMation through the most acces-

,

sible channel; 3) translaing scientific and technological

advances into terms that engineers in other speCialties
0 I

can' understand; and 4) dikecting the right information

to the right man bqfdre he asks for it.

The one generalization that steins' from the existing

studies of prfessiorials is that information needs are

job-related :ld tend to fOcus on techniques or procedures V_

for improving existing practice ,... The need to know what

others are'doing and how well new methods work seem to
-r--

dbminate thd information needs of all professionals.

There does mot appear to be a need for substantive infor-

mation about he field itself nor even new research

findings. 4Ehe format appears.to be important. It should

be brief, highly readable, and specific.

40.
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The General Public. The general, public is evrerone

inclpdinu the scientists, social scientists and pro-.

a.

tessionals we .have just discussed. Everyone needs

.information. The problem s that information needs do

.not exist as universal and bbjective .eniAties they are

'formed by individual characteristics and environmental

ciAumstances. /Andbecause-a great many 'people have

difficulty cenceptualizing their information needs., much
\

less' articulating them, such needs must be inferred.

What is needed is a method whereby knchoate heeds can
.

.,

be 'Manifested in terms of ;specific information requite-
,

. ments -- a formal statement of the need.

A

1.

Such a method does-r>t yet exist, but an examination

of the concept of 'information does suggest an approach

that will at least isolate the problem And render it.
.moie manageablea Colin Cherry J1961, p. 168) states

that "Information.can bereceived/only where there is

:doubt, and doubt implies the existence of alternativces

-- where choice, selection, or discrimination is called

fen." Infovation reduces uncertainty in making selec-
f

tions. But .(to compound the complexity) the process of

decision- making is vpryreguently an unconscious one;

and the acquisition of information is often accotlished
.

without overt actin n the part of. the recirbicAlt. Such

, . 'information is unconsciously ,organized and stored for

present or future use.
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Thus, there are two kinds pf information :reeds. 'In

one case, the need is skiapedIy an activity, such as

decision-maid:11'g or problersolving; in the other., the
A

need is latent and is manifest through a passive recep-

tion cf infermation which is stored as knowle.
.

knowledge increases, whether Actively or passively, it

tends to generate specific additional'informationiaeeds.
.1°

The two kinds o17. needs, therefore, are neither static

nor compartments -zed; they brga77;hh each other'and

they vary with passage of time Information, as we have

said, is a csrmbol of 'a \set of -symbols which 221 the

?otential for meaning. All these generalizations, though

they obviously' do not coAtitute.a methodolociy for arti-

culating information needs, do provide an approach.

Who has need for information? What kinds of infor-

mation do they need?. Taylor has indicated that the

gencraVconcript of information ,needs can be studied --

only --'in relation to particular, identifiably groups

or -publics. These may be specified according to age,

education, income, prOfesbion,. and other demographic

characteristics. Studies of particular grbups, though,

generally deal more with information-seeking behavior

than with actual information needs.. Research on ghetpb

residents and'the urban poor has stressed information-

seeing behOvior and inforMation dissemination. One

study (Bourne, et al., 1973) did Adirtity "clearly.

A
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defined population grOup's with s ecial needs" but reported

the obvious results in most general erms. With visible

concern for minority groups, this study ttempted to,

identify the intor ation. needs of4ario` su -groupt of

the population that had inforgitxon.ne'Os :signi
1 f

cantly

different prom the needs of the national population

general : "J Among the sub-groups were: odder people,

young children, reservation Indians, rural populations,

college and vocational training,studente,-migrant workers,

illiterates, ,the mentally retarded, prison inmates, and

physically andicappe persons. IdentificaLon'o'f the

needs of Such sub-groups of our population, with a view

toward providing more effective services for these people,

% is without questiOn,a most important task. This parti-

cular study, however, rdported only such general needs, -

as better physical access, specialjorms of materials,
,N

and special content of collections.

A survey (Rieger and Anderson, 1965) of the adult

population of five counties in Michigan's Upper Peuinsula

yielded data on information sources and needs. The

sample identified financial matters, occupantional, plo-

fesstonal, and firming matters, public affairs, consumer

informationand educational and career plqnning as

"topics of major Importance in everyday life on which it

was 'particuia'rly difficult to fi,nd useful and reliable

information,"; sources of information presently in use
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concerning the topics mentioned were alsospecified:
.t

Current consideration of the concept.of "information

needs" may b'e partly responsible for the significant shift
u

AP

in the fundamental direction of.servces some libraries

are seeking toprovide. The move is from a "tvardhoase".

or. repository of "knowledge".based on, elitist principles
r

C

to a model based more-on people and,actiirities, as exert-

plified by the Neighborhood Informatim Center. The idea

of
y6.public library serving 4a8 a neighborhood information

center is not new, though novel methods_ are being tested

.to- overcome the anti-institutional bias many people hold

.toward libiar es. Also, libraries are trying to take

seriously the needs of various population groups through

research into the communities, they hope to serve.
t

In Cleveland, fqr example, two neighborhoods were

chosen for survey's "conducted to elicit spedific commu-

niity needs and indicate priorities-in each neighborhood

selected." (Turick, 1973, p. 2) The ninety-question-

naires completed in the Woodland area, a primarily black

neighborhood, were felt to be representative of a major-

'ity of the residents of that community. This survey

revealed that:

- .information nards of residents are only
fairly well met

information resources of the community
. are not fully used

the five most important-needs of Woodlnd
residents were:

N
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1) housing 4

2) employment
3) city services
4) health care services
5) food and food stamps

.ti

The survey also revealed that 77 of 90 persona thought

their own branch library would be a convenient information

centpr. r.

In Houston, Texas, two .areas presently served-by

branch libraries were selecte target areas for a needs

assessment survey. "In 1..he p elimi ry draft of the sur-

vqy it was reported that residents in th Carnegie area

perceive.librariees to be. places in which you ind out

what to do lnd where to go if you.have a problem, 64

percent greater awareness than that of the residents i

the Kashmere Gardens area. Residents of both areas seemed

receptive to theidea of the Neighborhood Information

,Center:" (Mier, 1972) The Houston study goes on to

.eeport the ",problem needs" of each area as follows:

A. Information Needs of the Carnegie Residents:

1. Medial and health services
2. 'Money matters and taxes
3. Services provided by the city.
4. Legal help

05. Information about child care

Information Needs of Kashmere Gardens
esidents

1. Services provided by the city
2. ldical and health services
3. Le al help
4. Money matters and.taxes
5. InformatiOn about child care

V

The H6uston report illustrates,the re-thinking going on as

.00

4
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library personnel giVe more thoughtful attention to the

needs people havd for information.

dile problem facing those who -would do research on

needs is the tendency to blur the distinctions betweenN,

wants and demands. According to Rogers and Shoemakdr,

"a need is a state cf`dissatisfaction or frustration that

occurs when one's desires tweigh one's actualities,

when 'wants' outrun 'gets'." ( Rogers and Shoemaker,. 1971;

105) Social psychology, according carefully notes the

methods and problems in :the measurements'-of wants.

Can ,people think in terms of having infoKmation

needs? Tf so, can they voice these needs as'actu. "needs

for information" or must they be couched in some other

form? HOw safe are we in providing services based.on

inference .drawn from some expression -- ho ever "inade-

quate" -- of an "information Reed"?
,
The measurement of information needs of the general

public poses problems so great that many of the studies

purpotting,to examine information needs actually report

information-seeking behavior. According to Brenda Dervin,
R Al

"the everyday information needs of tr..§. citizens are

numf.rous and diverse. The nature of 'these needs varies

radically from community to community, population sub-
,

gro6p to sub-group, month to month. Male there is not

a great deal of. evidence available, the little availa4le

'work suggest the immensity of the information need

problem. (Dervin, 147?)

A
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A study to determipe "the nature of everyday infor-
\

mation needs expressed by general-population adults"

compared the information needs expressed key .residents of

Sy acuse, New\York and Seattle, Washington. In"the fbrmer

adults were asked to" thin): of instances in, log tion, 460

whie h they needed information about something and had

fouql At diffi ult.gettimg answers. In this survey, the

respondents wer not asked if they had a specific type

of proble; yet i85 (40%) of the sample generated 160

different speci. c problems, most of which clustered .

around consumer hoping informatio and medical and

health informatio In the Seattle study, 316'adults were

randomly sampled rom listings inthe,phone book. These

respOndents named 1,471 needs in response to 15 question

-probes,for an average of four problem statements per

respondent.

The idea of information in relation to problems to

.be solved may be the most useful approach when we set

about measuring information needs. The study of the use,

't of information in everyday problem-solving.in Seattle and

Syracuse employs ,a scheme developed by Westat Research,

Inc., for its information needs study of the citizens of

. Baltimore ( Westat, 1972).

Dervin's (1973) paper on 'The Information Needs of

Urban fileCi.pents: A Conceptual CoJtext," based on data

from thetaltimcre.study, offers a conceptual model of

a
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\.the individual and his information needs. Among the

alientopoints.Dervin makes are these:

'- The average U. S. urban citizen-is suffering
from a large and ever - growing information
crisis; citizens.are frustrated in their

-attempts or unable to get. information for
'everyday problem solving.

- Not cne single systeMatic study with'a
;,"?well-sampled population was found which
documents.the.nature of information needs
or shows Which type of people have whic0
needs.

The different perceptual bases of needs
(cit;izend have) may well act as 'barriers
to informition accessibility. An indivi;
dual may not be aware' of his information-
needs- or he may not be able to. verbalize
them.

- The entire definition and scope of-a.
burgeoning 'information agency depends,
in part, on how people perceive needi.
If individials do not separate informa-
tion from help or service, then the
entire basis for 'information' counsel-

.

ling is challenged.

- No empirical evidence has yet been -

genprated which would help-clarify the
.issue of information advocacy service
'in the U. S. A few-guidelines are
available from tangential evIden-ce
which suggests'that they way people
express' their information needs may
inexorably lead the information coun-
sellor into thp problems' of advocacy
and r2spurqd delivery.

Most of tile information professionals who, have

seriously considered the matter of information needs agree

5

Yr,

that very little is known about the information needs of

the.general public and that such knowledge is a preregui-'

. site to designing. improved. delivery systcms which serve

the average citizen.

.4
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PART III SOME G= ERRLIZATIONS

ABOUT INFORIA ON NEECI.

t

Generalizations about user in rmation needs can

be gleaned from,the studies which hay- been completed-

even though the quality is uneven. The statements which

follow are indicators of user's informat on needs, not

laws based on empirical research. Many of the generaliza-

. tions reed to be tested further; others provide cp.idance

for planning.information delivery systems which will meet

user needs. The-principle here.is that some evidence,

however meager, is bette4than none at all.

advised in gross acceptance of all findings.

t

tt

But caution:is
\

tEh general-
ization needs to be integpreted in light of the audience e

being considered, the circumstances in whichinformatiOn

will be used, thd purpose for which information is sought,

and the manner of delivery.

The geheraliiations include studies of many poiula-
N

tions--scientists, social scientists, professionals and

the.gener-al public. While there is some danger'in mixing
et

all the populatIons, it is probably more useful than to

,indicate separate' populations at the pre4ent time.

The existing studies on user information needs seem
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to cluster around Jour major groupings, regardless of the

population being studied: .(1) the 1;ehaviorof the user;

(2) the naturac amount and source of the information being

Sought; (3) the quality of in,gormation; and (fa the time-

line s of the infordation. We shall explore each 'group
.3

of f ndings..

THE BEHAVIOR OF, THE USER

ri

1. Peo le. tend to seek out information which is ost
accessible.

.

The search for information is not necessarily under-

taken" with the idea of maximum return, but according

to the philosophy of least effort. This principle '

of "laast effort" (Carter, 1962) can be observed

in almost any facet of life; it is not limited to

.information.-seeking. Dervin'(1972, 1973) emphasizes

that the lack of accessibility is a major frustration

in the citizen's attempt to get information for

everyday problem solving.

People tend'to follow habitual patterns when seeking
information.

.Since most pe pie are not active information seekers,

1Dervin, 1973) individuals will seek out search

strategies; institutions and systernsfrwhie.th. have been

used successfully in the past. Paisley a d,Parker. (1966)
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'noted in their study of ,information retrieval

that habits of information seeking, built up over

a period of'years,.influenced the uber's patterns

of retrieving and seeking information. elevisS.on

and radio, habitually used by the public, provide a

natural communication link between information and

the user. Both media are such automatic and un-

obtrusive means of supplying information, the seeker

may not. be aware of the extent of its effect.

Goldmark (1972) suggests that these communication

devices can provide the entire community; with health,

education, law enforcement, welfare, transportation

and other necessary information.

See also Carter (1967), Hilgard. (1956), Menzel

(1958), Hull (1952) and WIlest (1965).

3. \User6 and potential users of infoxniation are often
dAaware of sources and how to use them.

1.

This generalization depends, of course, upon the

type of user. The sophisticated as well as unsoph-

isticated user is frequently unaware of sources.

Information needs can be stimulated simply by the

knowledge of what facilities, services and materials

are available.. Mendelsohnc(1968),found that 60 percent

of his low income respondents had no idea of where

it

1.
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.1*

1.

to go to get information for problem solving. Rieger

and Anderson (1968),found that many of their.qeneral
0

population' adults expressed Irustration in finding

information'on such everyday problems,as financial,

.consumertand occupational planning. Bernal (1957,

1959) noted that "scientists ere usuarlY untrained

in any matters concernpd,with,the storage and.:colleption
0

of information and do not e411 know What services

. are available. ,He .also stated that the user
w

may well know whathe wants f,roin..an informatiori

service, but that he is.in no position. to know what

he needs from it . . Hearle (1963) found' 0

that .planners were frustrated in their attempts to

obtain inforthation because of tho_ra.t.torin.q.of

information and datakbanks.

\ ,
.

Face-to-face cothmunication is a grimary source 'of.
WOOTilation.

1

Studies of professionals and researchers. indicate

that they often contact other professionals and

researgpers they know have the information required

at the moment. The same pattern is reflected in

the general public. Studies show that individuals

'ask friends,' relative or neighbors for information

that is needed immediately. 1n matters of social

services. there is often aperson in a neighborhbod

t

04.
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.
who is con#dered to be th'e major source of such

information. Rogers (196() perenivpd that:
)

$

while formai lihes of com,.// munication-bean if--

or9Anization ake more v.::.sible,. we Ehould.ne.?er,forget that it, is thrph word of mouth net-,
work's that much diffusion'occurs,. . . .

P
Some Tesear h.on induStrial settings suggests,
in fact, th t the forMal channels often only

throqgh in mai-channels. However'',. while the,

serve to crirm news Alreadydipseminated

grapevine offers *oppqrtunity-for rapid.dif-
- fUsion, it is also sebject to. considerable,

distortioh- of the mesSage4paipilarly when .

the informatiott. is mplex. \
'

.
.

.
.

Wood (1971) cites-innumerable itudieS'confirming
J

the. 'Use of informal communication as a convenient
,..: .

. . .

source Of :Ahformation. Acientists i.J.IteryieWedN\in .`
o

t .i' ! 0the DOD study of researh information flowstate4 ..,.,
. .

that their colleagues 6.ffered the, right' amount of
A .

. ;4.

%informatipn-with;in thq -time riguired.- iScierLtists

prefer to use inQ6rma1-communication chann6ls

. ,because information frequently-passes through this

network at least' two yearS before it appears in print.
.

.

(Menzel,, 1964):. .Crane'Al968) observed that colleges

are, held together by .highly; influential scientists

who have, over the years, acoumulated a large group
I'

of former research.students'. Business executives

use mreot*al.ctimmunicaEion than other groups (Keegan,-

1964). Beiral found that technologitts use more

oral communication than relearch workers) Furtherdis-
-

suasion of the literature on this generalizatlon can
-,

be found in Allen (1968),'Price (1963), Rosenberg

1967) 'and Rosenbloom and Wolek (1W). and.otSers.

53
S.
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5. Different types'of persons use different sources of
information.

`a.

The ranking of information needs is dependent upon

such indiVidual differences as aqk: race, level

of education, geography, occupation, financial

situation>herarchical status in the community ork

organizatio.6 ith which they are affiliated. Hanson
o

:(1964) ;noted that differences in the patterns of

demand are' frequently associated with disciplines'

empldye ,groups. The simpler the language, the
\

larger thaudience. Funkhouser an.d,Maccoby (1971)

confirm thi hj othesis in, their *study of the Problem

of commuriicion of information to a lay audience using

a reverse' appirach to the use of sources of information.

rho .reported d "'the results of an empirical, quasi-

experimental stu4;y( on textual-variables in science

writing and their effects on a lay audience.

o fk

THEpAiURE, AMOUNT AND 'F,6URCE OF TI4FORMATION BEING SOUGHT

6. The nature anc conten- information needed is
variari7an....-5211121i1119.:Ircm diElaielLatLa
discipline and from group to group.

Taylor (19681 emphasized that thenegAlikators. of

informat. )n should ,e'alerfs to the perisonal 'charaeteq---

istics of the inquirer since this influences the nature

.

P.
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and amount of,information nepded.' .Line's (1971)

interviews reve'aled marked difference6 between the
,

needs of researchers arid teachers.. Edtlatioh lec-

turers and school. teachers needed-information less

urgently than social.scientists.

miAny.so6ial scientists are engaged in:bOth research

and teaching. priorities are usually, assigned

betweer. the two/ Bernal (1 ) Pointed out variations

in the needs of seven sub-groups o scientists; '

Brittain (1970) and Line t1971) hose of the s.ocial

scientists. UnfortUnately, most studies have concen-.

trated on the channels of information such as pre-

erences, abstracts, indexes and catalogs, used by
4

information seekprs arid'the pl-oblems associated

with these, rather than studying the'content of the

material required. .Determination of cubstancet is

an extremely difficult obblPm.

, ',

7. There is a wide range of need aMorlp users in'theusers
/

"^*1

,Sometimos broad, general' information is cequired.

\t .other t inps, specific Informdti.r4,- is mbst% helpful:.

At st il I other times, the individual attEriilotiflq to

6ssimilate the information,and needs feedback- in order

to have .meaps of evaluating' understandings, ideas,

-
expectations. progress and his own self-concepts.

t
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Menzel (1964), Bernal (1960, Wood 1171) , Dunn (1960,

Paisley' (1966).Amderson (168) and Dervin (1973)

emphasizethe need for delivery of the right amount

of information in an acceptable time-frame. 5uccess

in interpreting:this need is thp key to user.satis-

faction.

8. The quantity of information often exc-
of tiiiTRZIVIZURlo use it..

In many ,situations thdre is an overabtInciance of lit-

erature. This is called "information Overload,"

For instance, Congressmen have quite enough informa-
1

tion "in the form .of bills, reports, speeches, tes-

timony, regulations, decisions . gvrthermore:

[they are), swamped with documents produced
. r by Congress' itself, and they are deluged.

with publications'of executive agencies. On
one hand, not all of this information is needed
by Congress, while on the other hand Congress
still needs much inforinatiori which it does not
get . . . . Congress. problem is one of obtain-
ing releVant information. What CongreQstrosakally
requires is .Tpro'Cedure for acquiring the
information it needs and a method for processing
that information in order to learn what it wants
to know. (Janda, 196SI

On the other side of the coin, Weick and Klare
in a rhapter'in People and Information, .find
that despite the growth of. available infor-
mation, which at first glance suggests over-
loan rather than insight, individuals, in
their everyday doing of science, develop
practicable (and for them functional) rules
for searching and selectlhg_the relevant a
and avoiding the peripheral. How many of our
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protestatioils have been glqps rather than
reflection of actuality? (Pepinsky, 1970)

'9. 1 The information needs df the individual change at
alarreTeraWii3iThri career and with changes
in his projects.

"It is, perhaps, self-evident that infOrmation needs

will vary not only according to the subjecinter-

est of the Users, but likewise in relation*tb the

type,qi.activity hich they are engaged." Rees'

observation (1963), can be extended even further. In-

formation is gained throughout life.. It is often'

p4rceived by one individual differently than it is

by another. This is* what makesinformation so elusive

acid the determination of information needS so uncertain..

The information needs of the individual change ds

the vario aspects of a,task or problem are completed%

New needs appear as termer needs fade. There are

probably very fcw deeds. which recur regularly which

Individualt do not'form a strateg for meeting. The

changes of informition)leeds over time differ in

substance as well as in source. Menzel (1964) and

Voight (1958) correlate changes in information needs

with type of project.

10. Informayion gaps ,exist because, of the inability to
locate informationin f9rma1 Or informal sources.

7

it;

rx
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It is likely that,4needed Information is available,

but its location is unknown. This fact cften leads

to duplication of effort. Hearle (19(3) found that

the same type of. information was requert.1 scatVred

throughout a nurtiber of governmental agencies without:

any key to its location. Boggs (1966) found that.

the infoimation sought by anthropologists was.fre-

queptly available in priVate file unaccessible ,to

other anthropologists. Menzel (1960 and others

note that valuable papers delivered at confgrencs

never'appear in the literature, but remain hidden

as unpublished manuscripts. In some professions it

have been said that it is less expensive tAreinvent
*

a produce or procedure than to do an adequate lit-

erature search for the information required to repro-,

duce a product or procedure.

THE QUALITY OF INFORMATION

13,. Users of tnformation services_Lare often dissatisfied
with the quality of services.available toithem,and
the assistance they receive in using these services`.

The dissatisfaction stems from such matters as the

adequacy of the collection or data bank taco provide

the, specific information required;-the unwillingness

of information peripnnel to assist in location appro-,

priate information; and the time)it takes to get the

information. The President's Science Advisory Com-
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mittee (1963) urged that libraries and information

systems provide competent personnel, quality programs

and the development of regional and national networks

of knowledge: See also the Auerbach Corporation (1964),

Material Advisory' Board (1964), U.S. Atomic Energy

c6mmission (1964) and Carter (1967).

'12. An inverse relationship fre uentl. exists between
iTigTOFTETE73FFITFOrmation and its ua it

We often try to provide more information with the

notion thait.needs"will somehow be met. School"

libraries have added a variety of nonbook media to

all the printed materials in an attempt to saturate

the learner with a wide spectrum of resources which,

hopefully, satisfy%learning needs. Arequest for

information often leads to..a long bibliography

which may be appropriate but impractical to search.

The quantity of information available in many

fields is exceeding the capacity of.the individual

to evaluate its usefulness!. There is an expressed

need for better rather thari more information. With

the vast amounts of information available, there is

a wide range among users in the quan.O.tytneeded or

consumed. This variability is related to motivations, -

capacity, the nature of tasks and other-factors.
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Quantity of information alone will not, in moist -

cases, bring about consensus ndr help to make

decisions. °However, insufficient information can

iiileadto hostility. There are groups of parents

and citizens who are seeking ipformation about their

schools--pupil data, teacher evaluations, jcosts;

prddlictivity a the like. When such information

is "managecr,or entirely ithheId, dissempion occurs.

Sufficiency does not seem to be the single critical

factor in acceptance of information to meet needs

bqt insufficiency can leaf to alienation2of publics

from whom consensus is being sought. (Ely, 1973)

, ,

13 . Information for routine, day-to-day, decisions is
abysmal iZ low, and the information systems whicb
have been made avails le to her---&i le answer such-
questions are gross y na equate.

. The findings of DerVin (1973), Dervin and Zweizig

. (1973) aryl Olsen (1973) have revealed that the

availability of the information needed by the

general public for day-to-day decision making is

abysmally low based on studies of.urban residents

in Baltimorei-Seattle .apd Syracuse. Similar surveys

of the general public, umdertaken by Turick (1973)1--

Mier (1972). and others in Houston, Detroit, Atlanta

.and Queens, preparatory to.the establishment of

urban information centers, also disclosed that the

3

A
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information needs of residents are only fairly

well met. The citizen generally did not know, where

to locate information relating to housing, employment,

health care and other service needs. TU.'S suppositio1

is probably not as applicable to the needs,of the more

,sophisticated researcher.

TIMELENESS OF THE INFORMATION
a

l.

14. When information is needed
e

must be timel acces-
s e any re event.

The literature is` replete with,studies emphasizing

these three elements of information need.
a

artieulatiOn of information spience programs 41

based on the thesis that there is a need for access

to recorded knowledge that must be satisfie by ,

providing rapidly, conveniently, economic ly and

with precision, that portionAf the current or pre-

vious, literature that will,be useful--

-,to a particular individual
--at a particular time
--for a particular problem or interest
--and in a form that is useful to him

regardless of: I

--where i was.generated
--in who form'or language'
--and i a form that is,useful to him.

The utopian dream is to have informatiOn available

on the dEly of publication, neatly packaged in quanta

which are of infinitely variable size and'content.
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Timeliness iA a need expressed by many of the segments

of society whose information needs have been studied;
w.

for instance, businessmen, scientists, anthropologists,

political scientiNsts. Timeliness not only character-

izes the age of-the literature which is needed, but

the length of time needed to retrieve information....

The effecti of delay may be measurable in dollars
dal

and cents. Paisley cautioned:

System speed, for instance, will not cOprit'
for much if information- is old to the p int
of obsolescence before it is depoSIted.i
the gigtem. .\11.1 many fields, information has
only archival value by the time it ieache
print in primary journals.

See also Nusden (1968); Carter (1962); Menzel (1964).

O
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PART IV GUIDELINES FOR THE

DESIGNERS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Although the focus. of our attention has been on
; -

information and information needs, oKviously this topic

was not investigated for its own sake. Our society is

vonfrOnted with a number of informatipn needsand,proble low.
and we 'do not seeM to have adequate institutions or.mech-

0

anisms solve them. Rees A1963), Pings (1965) and Bourne-
.

(1973) review the traditional libraries' inability to

satisfy these needs and note that many specialized information

bases have fallen by the wayside. t'erhaps the problem has

been the failUre of our information\ systems to respond Ap

the needs of the user.

Alan Rees' observation (1963) that the information

retrieval field h4s been plagued for many .years by busy

people spending large sums of money, designing -or- attempting

to design--phantom systems for non-existent people in hypo-
.

th6tical situations with unknown needs has become classic.

In the past three decades, since the exasperated infor-

mation seekers have expressed their needs for more information,

and since a more sophisticated technology is at had to satisfy

the/se needs, the information scientist has recognized his

responsibility to merge the two. Maurice Line-(1971)
1
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for instance. designed prot cols to investigate infor-

mation needs with the though in mind that the results

would enable the inforamtion scientist to develop systems

best suited-to the needs of th t portion of the population
f

being studied. information researchcls concentrated on
4

studying: the needs of the` resear= h community. Bernal (1960),

Menzel (1967) studibd the needs o the scientists; Auerbach
a

CorporatiOn (1964) engineersi Line 41971) and Brittain

(1970) socrial .scientists`; Boggs (19 «6) anthrol5oldgy; and

I. * Hearle (1963) city planners. By ,the late sixties, the

focus of attention ben to shift to he information needs

of the average citizen, those persons- not associated with

any discipline or a research environment, but who were
.

copingwith neighborhood and local problems demanding

solutions. Dervin (1970-73) , Boarne (1973) and Olsen (1973).

All of these investigations produced results. The

user was i:deatified; Ids needs were characterized. Regard-
,

less of discipline,,occdpation, or level of education

of the user, certain patterns of needs common to all began
1

to appear. These patterns had implication for the'improve-

meA of and development of'new informatipnIsystems. They

offered clues as to what shOuld be included in a'system or

\I more signifiCantly, what should not be included in a system.

The.following guidelines, which emerged from these

studies, might provide some basis for consideration and

development of a user-oriented information system or what

a
:
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aisley and Parker (1963) have defined as a."receivPr

ontrolled information sys em."

G IDELINF I. Identif the s ecific 'information the user
actuall nee or rewires or what he' is
doing.

This first guideline app ars. belaborthe obvious;

butt it is the obvious that has een overlooked.' Line (1971) ,

Taylor (1968), Rogers (1968) and others allude 'te, this premise

as. he firstlreituifement in designing a system. Almendinger.

194) states 'that the answer to this question detepmines,

the characteristics of the,sistem ,and the basis for the design

whit precedes implementation. .Brittain (1970) observed that:

wthe advent of the computer-based information storage
and retrieval system, the application of systems-

. theory to the management and planning of information
centers and libraries, and the sheer cost (and'per-
haps novelty) of these systems have played a part in
draing attention to the design (including user-
requirements) of systems. Th44se systems involve
feedback from users that could not be incorporatedna non-6omputer.based system. There is, in. short,
a movement toward'a receiver controlled system`and
movement away irom a source controlled system. The
attention to user-oriented information systems is
only one example of a growinglphenomenon. Attention
to, and demandifoi, user oriented services is' currently
to, be seen, in a wide range of human activities.

GUI16ELINE II. Identi the user, in relation to his disoipline .

or env ronment.

It is not enou h for the systems deeiglleorto know
4

thjat an indil:ridual ts into a- broad category--isuch as

scientist, social s ier4iSt, humanist--but he must identify ,

I.
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the sub-groups within each category, since each-one requires

a different type of information to, satisfy his needs. Bernal -

(195) `identified seven-sub-- groups of scientists, each sub-

'group with its 'own idiosyncratic ,deeds. ,.

FOr instance, the sub-group composed, of applied

Scientific researcherd and,deVelopers was far more numerods
.

'than any other *group of scientists and needed more information;
i

.
.

technologists needed less, but the information deeded,was
,. . , .

not easily available; teachers, students and report writers

needed thorough coverage of a particular field, thus "sub-
s

jeting imformation systems to serious and .probably sa1Utory
fi

strain. Historians science do not,have an information

problem beoausdlretrieVal of information is part of their

pr6fessional skill and far More information is available to
%Iv

,/them than they need or want.
.

..

Such sub-groups are peculiar not only to the scientific
/

0

community, but have been noted'in other disciplines. Dunn

/

i

: (l966) noted .the .sub-groups existing in the field of: the t.existing
economist; Bourne (1973). and Dervitn. (1970,4'1973) the general

population; Robinson (1970) political science; and Brittain

(1970) social science.

GUIDELINE III. There must be interaction between the
information broker and the\user whether
he is a a of the research communit

The

t121_5nIalmt_ls-

erdependence of the user and the information

66.

O
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broker cannot stressed enough, Edgar Dunn P 1.,)(,6,)

.pe-ceived that one of the problemS in designir setul
-J

`'system for the economist was the fact that the user and

prOducer of numerical files relevant to social science

;.)

a

reserach have in the past .lived in worlds that were ,largely

independent- -each ignored the other and there was,little

feedback between the uses requirement and "the system tbat

generated the data. For 1;ettertor worse, the producers4...
and users of quantieativesociel scierite,information systemt.

;

are closely relatd to each, other and t'1e prinipal,coristrAint

in carrying out research appears to .be in,the limitation of

the research input.

Examples of. this need for interaction canbe uncovered

in other disciplines--Amsden (1968) anthropOilogyenzel
. , .

(1967) engineering and Mick 01972) education: It has also

been emphasized by. De ,rvin (1973) whose schema for` ,the dev-

eloPmentof an informatiOn system links..tt e. average, citi4en
.

and his need for information to his source of inZormat(ion.

Bundy (1971) proposed that ibrary schools'deve;10, an "infor-

Ogg

mation interpreter" to provide an essential lad-. between
.

the client or community and the sources of information. Stir

: -

1

a speci5alist is essential to making the library more relevOt

to other than middle-class interests and culture,
0

GUIDELINE IV. Information sgould, be rovided in a form.
suitas to its e ective use.

4,7
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-A ell-designed system should be tailored IX suit

thefrequirements of its'users and should not place upon the.

user an undue burden of mastering a new discipline. The

sYstem should "provide.its users with the informatioActhey.
z-

.need, aid as closely as possible 4.0a forid'suitablettcXits

effective <use." (Almendinger, 1966)
.

PailOgay pinA Parker" !L 9 5)
.42a0L4,414 e&1/4,4W.A.4.

information .in any form desired by tte receiver. If he desires

the original text, he shauld receive.that; if he deSires an

abiStract, he should have that. He may even desire an inter-'
"pretation a nessage of demeasecA uncertaintJ and

longer length, redundant explanations added). Faislel? goes ,

O'n'to say: '9

If decisions have ileen made at the system input to
provide information.in just one,lOrm (e;g., abstracts)
then thereceiver'will be satisfied-only if he desires
the information in that form . . . in the .foreseeable

efuture, a computer will .rspond:On-line as:d.
4 to the comMgndS,,!Tell me more, ''Prepare a preci

of this' .'..'Explain terms , etc.' The system
will then stand in for the source, "not' stand between
.them as now.

Men e1 (1964) went even,further and sudgested that

inXorMation systems'should be so resigned that the user would
. ,

be able to recei.ve the desired information in either.oral

or written form and 'in an understandable language.,

'GUIDELINE V. Existin records should be bread onou2111.1asco_13e
to rovide recuired information and tc'allow

It as, essential to design.systems adequate in scope to

two

a
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6)

provide needed documents as well as peripheral documents

so thatiopho%user can fulfill through serendipity needs not

formulated. (Lime, 1971) [

.
Systems designers are genera,1.6f:torn between the dil-,

emma of including too much information in the system with

the possible danger of overload versus too.. little information

with the built-in danger of serious omission. Documents to

'support bothipoints of view can undoubtogdly be found. HoWever,.

Paisley (1965), Dunn (1966), Rosenbloom and Wolek (1970), and

otners stress the importance of comprehensiveness; of more

inforfnat,ion rathe than less.,

Rosenbloom and Wolek (1970: revealed that many userst

. . ..-.;--. ,-
were not awate of their need for information until atter

V 411,they received
a

It. is clear-that information, transfer is not just"
a -problem of infotmation retrieval. In the trans-
fer of information of technical information in
industrial laboratories, information looking' for the
man seems to'be nearly as frequent an occurance as
the man seeking ihformatioil

a
Paisley (1963) stresses the i portance of comprehensive-

ness. He perceived that if Etta-,e- believes that the ;in-
.

' formation he is seeking is in the system, he will perservere

in the search.: If in his search, results are qenerally

4,

negative, he'is nicely to discontinue the search. For instance,

he .Tound,that scientists were increasingly skeptical of the

coMprehensiveness:oT:iodrnal-based information systems.

,Valuable research reports known tO have existed-in mimeo.-

la
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graphed form never reach publication. Rather than use a

system,believed to be limi*_ed, theKtiearcher tends to seek 0

personal networks. to bridge the publication gap, rlis a

source, suspected of gaps in coverage, no matter where the

fault liesptis not -1.ikery to motivatvers.

Line. (1971)"relates.the problem of the scope and depth

of input to the phenomenon of accidental discovery. "Acciden-

'tal dis6overy, he noted, "is.a phenomenon with which most

researchers are familiar, but which is hard to quantify

and harder to evaluate. It is of some importance to attempt

to"do so, as it affect's systems design in a number of ways;

most information systems insofar as they are designed at

tend to aim at precision and the elimination of noise,

and it needs to [be] asked whethe ome facilities for

ciden should be, if not deliberately built in, at any

rate not ntirely excluded."40.

r

Jiri Nehnevajsa (1966) suggests that: "Each system should

14designed so as to permit maximum flexibility in the in-

elusion of additional inforMation. This is necessary'since

the specification of initial information bases may be less

than perfect and also because information needs at the most

specific operational level may change."

,

Maurice Bishop at Cornell University was overheard to.

have remarked, "It is not the book I found on the shelf which
*

proved .to Se most productive, ite -was the one :next to sit,

which'accidentally dropped on my foot."

71?
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i
. GUIDELINE- VI. ..The system should be 8o desi5ned as to

- 1
-.

e

provide the risht amount of information
C . at the right time.

The librarian is conditioned to thinking in terms of

the right book for the rights person atthe right time., The

information scientists thi.iks not only in terms of "right"

but +terms of 4aMount." Guideline V emphasized compre-

hensiveness of input; this guideline assumes a sensitivity

on the part of the system to disseminate the right amount

of information. This i not to suggest that information

.should. be limited, edited, or deleted, but that

there is a distinction between needg and

the amount of information necessary to r'satisfy that need.

An assumption underlying the design of information

delivery systems has been that the more information supplied;

the greater the production^on the part of the researcher.
d

Back (1962) observed that too much information stifled, the

scientist's curiosity and reduced his produCtivity. Bernal

7(1958) pointed out- that the absRnce of-information and gape

in knowledge are aften the most fruitful impetus to the

production of output by the scientist.

-Menzel (1964) and Voigt (1959) note that there are

..Lfferent approaches to the amount of information required

corresponding to identifiable needs. For instance, there is

the need to keep up with information irione's field; there

is a need,to'brush up; there is a need for specific 'nfor- .

g

mdtion directly related to a prablem at hand; these is a need

71
41`
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for current awareness and finaelly there is a need for an

exhaustive approach to a topic.

The Auetbach Corporation in its, study of the Depart-

ment of Defense (1964) and others tried :Lb measure exactly

how mulch information scientists wanted as based on their
Q

stated demands. The two studiea indicated that researchers

require only gne relevalit document 30 percent of the time;

several documents'20-25 percent of the time; and all infer-

mation available on a subject 20-24 percent of the time.

Carter (1967) observed a "wide range among users

theLapantity,of information needed or consumed . . that

it varies both between and within disciplines . . . that,

variability in amount needed was related to individual

motivaion, capacity and nature of the task.. The system/ it

is assumed, therefore should be designed to meet the needs

of-t.he most motivated as well as the least motivated of

the users."
(MD

GUIDELINE VII. Information should be stored in such a way
that it is not only available but easily
accessible.

It has been noted that the search for information was

* not necessarily undertaken with the idea of maximum return,

but with the least energy and effort possible (Carter,

196'2). The system,' in other words, should be as simple

to use and as accessible as possible. Wood, (1971) and



Gerstburclor. and Allen (1968) surveying sources used\to

select information found that both ease of use and access-.

ibility were more,important criteria than potential value-
,

when the selection,of an inforrilationosource was made.

Dervin (1973) investigating the information needs of

the urban resident identified five different dimensions of..

Accessibility:

1. Societal. accessibility. The inf mation and
the resources necessary to satisf the indivi-
dual's need must be available in he social
system.

2. Insitutionai accessibility. The information
sources must be both capable and willing to
deliver thdmeeded information to the individual.

3. Ph sical accessibility. The individual must
be able to m e ,contact with the information
'sources who have the informatibn he needs.

4. Psychological accessibility. The individual
must be psychologically willing to see his
needs as information needs, to approach and
obtain informatiOn from appropriate sources,

. ,and to accept the possibility that his problems
can be solved.

*

5.' Intellectual accessibility. The individual
must have the tinning and ability that will
allow him to acquire and process the information
he needs.

Studies of the average citizen, particularly in the

larger cities such as Cleveland, Detr4t, Atlanta, Queens,

Houston, have demonstrated that the citizen is frustrated in

h3s attempt to get information. Foos (1969), Zweizig (1972)

and Turick (1973) point to the library as a major information

source, but one with built-in constraints to accessibility.
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"The different perceptual basis of needs citizens have

may. well actias barriers ta,information acces4blity."

The results of the Baltimore study (1973) and
at
he Seattle

-study (1973) point out that generally neither the general

public nor the library staff can separate information needs

/from problems. 'Thus, unless the library staff can infer

aiibed from the problem, it lilftits its accessibility,to

the public as both a counselliny and service agency. Pilot
A

studies in these five cities have shown that the successful

libraries ae.those with staff trained to ease the path

to accessivility of information for the general public, par-

ticularly the ethnic and minority groups, the aged and the

unemployed. To be a successful advocate of information, the

patron who comes in with an obvioUs need for food stamps, will

not be given a publication on the high cost' of food,.but

will be directed to a food stamp distributor1

There art, innumberable studies on the need for accessi-

bility to information. One of the more dramatic of these

studies relates. to the decline of power of modern legislatures.

Janda (1968) pointed to the doll, Keefe ana Ogul report

identifying .Congress' deferment to the Executive for answers

ard recommendations and noted that "regardless of hoW much

Congress has attempted to inform itself . . . its -store of
lar

information and its to necessary knowledge are rarely'

0
if ever''as developed as thaf',of the Executive authority."

1V
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GUIDELINE VIII. Standards must be develo ed to insure
the utility of future data col ectiond.

Today's information, in whatever form it may appear,

is tomorrow's archive. To improve that data and to make

certain that it will be available and accessible, certain.

standardS'and guidelines must be developed to insure its

durability.

Robert Barnes, Chief, Training and R6search Branch,

bualas, discussing 1970 census information' tapes, stated

that it is now evident thadt the data on these tapes will

have to be transferred to other tape or microfilm to preserve

these data for futurp use. The magnetic oxides on these

tape re sensitive to use and have been'shiftinl; and Changing.

Bisco (1970) pointed out that it was essential, to -

improve the data that will eventually constitute te majority
t

of archival holdings. at isnecessary to begin n w, in

cooperation with data collection -institutions that\supPly

archival materials, to establish standards gnd gUidelines

that will encourage richer and more empirical codLng and

will ensure capturing information about demographic and

other basic variables. There must besguidelines for,.

documentation, cleaning and standards for improving the

utility of .future data collection for widespread use by

present .researchers as well as historians in the future.

Currently it has been noted, to the chagrin of the

social scientists and the scientists examining data, that
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much of it is produced by different agencies with different

standards in different fdrmats and often' for a special

purpose not related to their own research requirement.

Dunn '(1966) observed that existing numerical records are

often not only difficul it to access n appropriate and 9seful

forms, but that institutional procedure and mission con-.

cepts make these constraints more'damaging than necessary.

GUIDELINE IX. The system should assume that the user has
not articulated his formation need,

Brenda White (1970) obser -d that "determining the

precise nature of user's information requitements in any'

subject field is a difficult exercise, simply because the
)*)

requirements Are' rarely articulated,by the users themselves,.

-and this "in turn because they are rarely Aware of them." 1

Thus designers cannot be certain that they know the infor-
.

'nation needs of the system users. In the case of planners;

for instance, Miss White speculatbd that a survey of 3,000

planners would be requirpd to achieve a valid indicatiop'o2

their information requirements.

Thelproblem with defining information needs is that

.these needs do not exist as universal and objective entities;

they are formed-by individual characteristics and environ-

mental circumstances. Because a great many people have

-difficulty conceptualizing their infarmation needs, much

lesS articulating them, such needs are frequently inferred.

lb
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If, as it has been noted, .the professional, the

rosoarchor and the subject specialist have difficulty in

expressing their information needs;.how much more pronouliced\

is the difficulty for the average citizen. Dervin (19731,

',Olsen (1972) and others noted that the definition of "infor-

mation" for the average 4tizen.was."something which one
F.

needed when faced with a' prOblem requiring some decision."

Information needs were inferred from the respondent's state

'meat of \,a problem. In, fact, this 'entire paper has been

developed on the ptpmise that one of the most clifficult

prob ems faced by th'r information specialist is the need

to determine the true nature of needs, wants and demands.

GUIDEIOTE X. The s stem should ada.t itself to the receiver.'s
associative habits an. not insist on the converse.

The above, postulated by Paisely, suggests that the

system should be c'bmpati}le with the user or receiver's

(Paisley's term) search strategy. Paisl (1965, 1970),

Menz 959, 1964) and Doyle (1962) poin ,out that the
r

user knows, how he usually goes about looking for information

and if the sstem is like-minded,.then the user's "search

is expedited and his.satisfaction in using the system is

greater." Doyle (1962) and Deese (1962) have both worked

on the problems the user (incurs in working with systems
(`

incompatible'with his own behavioral strategies. in seeking

'information and suggest some strategies by which the system

17
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cam master,the receiver's aSsociation3 define thoso

relation tn strafeqies already in the sygtem and .then. cont-
.

plement tOlo user's intuitive' search strategy.

Frequontlp, the scarcher, unable 'to locate ill:formation

according to his own infcrmation seeking behavior, may leavg

the systeR with the conviction thai it does not contain

the information needed (Paisley and Parker, 1966).

GUIDELINE' XI. SincQaral communication is an imp tant.
-feature 2122therang information tote /

system should devise ways or faciliti4ting
the dissemination of such cnfofmation.7

Information-channels of communication referred to

as invisible colleges are frequently the mast significant

means of obtaining, information. Menzel (1964) remarked

that person-to-person and other informal, of tern unplanned,

communications play a surprisingly great role in the com-a

munication dxperiendes of scientists. '"In spite of the

prodigious planned efforts at communication by individuaa.

scientists and professional organizations, publi.6hers and

t

-

intitutions, a good deS1 of useful information is obtained
t /

....._.

by scientists through .correspondence, yisits, corridor
.

1
.

r _conversations and during activities undertaken and occasions

sought out for different purposes." (Menzel, 1964)

Innumerable studies of the invisible college by

'Price (1963), Line 1971),Parker (1966); Crum. (1951),

Carter (1967) and W .(1970, 1971) indicate that this

Itr
p
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be seriously considered by the designer of

information systems. \.

Having pesented the foregoki2q quideldnes, based on

ied user information requirements, there are circum-
,

stance. when we Must consider alternative ways of providing

information to meet use. r needs. Here is one such alternative:

\
.

CuIDELIN XII.
-

Availabilit of information can be/more ,

important tan specific inforMation
requirements.

This remise 'can perhaps best be, illustrated by. the

problems con ronting the Urban and municipal planner.

Hearle (1963) discussing information systems for urban

planning and c 4r management noted-that it was not that

\
v informationyas not available bit that it was scattered and

\duplcated. He found that data systems created for specific

\funct*Ons, such as student 'files, police Ziles and employment

f les 7t only duplicate each other, but are altho difficult
... ,

to locate since each is.stored in a different department.
\ \ a

The inf o
.

\
rmation collected for agency is generally unknoWn .

to u -rs\of another and is usually not shared because of'
., ,

\

jurisictional, mechanical or procedural obstacles. This
\ .

suggestl, therefore, a positive need for planners to know

what inf rmation is available-andwhere.

HAA-le st ressed the needp'for a unified-information
c

79



. .information. system to reduce duplication in collection,

strageand proceeting. He suggested that information systems

should be ,developed on. the theory of availability 6f infor-

. J mation rather than on information requirements. By having

o

r

all information available without concern for the user's needs

at the moment or for-what =the'user°will do with the infor-
F. . /

. .

mation, more information will be utili;zed and more
,

needs

will be satisfied. %,,

Cityphone,' a free data service in New York City, .

1

provides information on where to find and where to go for

nearly everything in New'York City.. brgene'Gottesman,

its founder,believeS that "people long to be connected."

He wanted to proverove to merchants th.t citizens do need

information. The information needed may not result in
. k.

scientific breakthroughs, but it does satisfy what the
.--

.--

average citizen may be seeking.' Cityphpne hotlines have

been installed in the Tourist Information Center in Times

Square by the city's ,Economic Development Administration.

TransWorld Airlines has installed CityPti ne hotlines in

the baggage areas of Kennedy and LaGuardia airlines..

(New Yor% Times, February 24, 1974)

These are but,a few guidelines gleaned from the

study of information reeds . .'and they are just that:

traction of:the,thought which must go into the develop:,

meat of an information system. The literaturer\on information
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needs and users will continue to grow and will.rSult' in

stronger guidelines for 'the design of information systems.
. ;:,

IJoWever, one cannot:,end this chapter without reference
. -i

to_two ohservations, one expressed by Horner (190), and
`i

, .

Carter et al (1967), and the other by Parker (T9.3).

Kerner and others remind one that'no system, hoWdver

sophisticated, can meet all the information needs of any

user scioup; yarkeremphasizes the societal relations4.ip

between information and 'the individual.

A study of information needs of society would
beiincomplqte if it focused entirely oil,the
information needs of.individuals in society,, -

Information is a public goo-d%oith extern 41"
fits such' that each of us may benefit,When Our
fellows are better informed. Therefoxe, when
viewed from the perspective of society as, a whole,
the social, need for info atio'ma bes 'eater
thanrihe aggregate o indii ua need's or emands,
(Italics ours).

4

.
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